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	In my first book on geometric algebra in 2007 the preface described how I had been completely
	surprised by the existence of geometric algebra, especially after having recently completed a book
	on vector analysis where it was not even mentioned! So why am I writing a second book on the
	same subject?Well it’s not because I have nothing better to do withmy time. There aremanymore
	books I have to write before going to the great library in the sky!


	When I started writing Geometric Algebra for Computer Graphics I knew very little about the
	subject and had to understand the concepts as I went along—which was extremely difficult. In
	retrospect, the year spent writing that book was like climbing a mountain, and after completing
	the chapter on conformal geometry I had effectively reached the summit and, in terms of my
	understanding, the view was compelling. But having reached the summit I then had to race down
	with my manuscript and send it to Springer.


	In the following weeks it was difficult to forget the previous year’s journey. Had I really understood
	geometric algebra? Had I really laid out the subject in a way that anyone could understand?
	Such questions bothered me on a daily basis, especially when walking my dog Monty. Such
	moments gave me the time to reflect upon what was really behind the algebra and what had gone
	on between Hamilton, Grassmann and Gibbs when the foundations of vector analysis were being
	established a hundred and fifty years ago.
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Your Code as a Crime Scene: Use Forensic Techniques to Arrest Defects, Bottlenecks, and Bad Design in Your Programs (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	Jack the Ripper and legacy codebases have more in common than you'd think. Inspired by forensic psychology methods, you'll learn strategies to predict the future of your codebase, assess refactoring direction, and understand how your team influences the design. With its unique blend of forensic psychology and code analysis, this book...
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Excel 2007 Advanced Report DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Create powerful, innovative reporting solutions with Excel 2007
    In this new book, significantly updated from his bestselling Excel 2003 version, Timothy Zapawa has provided you with in-depth coverage of Excel 2007's enhanced reporting capabilities. Discover what you can do with PivotTable and...
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Managing Projects in Organizations : How to Make the Best Use of Time, Techniques, and PeopleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your Handbook for Managing Projects
In this third edition of Managing Projects in Organizations, J. Davidson Frame updates and expands on his classic book to provide an accessible introduction to the field of project management. Drawing on more than twenty-five years of consulting and training experience, Frame’s most current edition of...
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The Biogenesis of Cellular Organelles (Molecular Biology Intelligence Unit)Springer, 2004
The evolution of modern cell biology tools, such as confocal imaging
techniques and advanced electron microscopy methodologies, has allowed
for ever improving structural and functional characterizations of the cell.
Such methods complement classical genetics and biochemistry in the ongoing
effort to define cellular science. This...
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Discover Signal Processing: An Interactive Guide for EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Signal processing is now a multidisciplinary topic, and one that has applications in many fields including, but not limited to, science, engineering, medicine, finance and the behavioural sciences. Modern software libraries that include dedicated languages and packages designed to simplify the development and application of signal processing...
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Databases with Access: Learning Made SimpleButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
A First class handbook in databases for first-class learning     

       This handy textbook covers all you need to know to begin to use databases such as Microsoft Access.

Learning Made Simple books give readers skills without frills. They are matched to the main qualifications, and written by experienced teachers and authors...
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